EURJPY Breakout Trading

**Rules**

   - Avoid taking trades when box is orange or red
   - Use trailing stop or move your SL to profit to secure profit

Easy as that. I recommend going for 1:1 risk reward but you can let some positions running to see how far it goes. You have less probability of reaching the target when box is orange or red, it sometimes work but you have less probability so it’s up to you to take it or not.

Load the indicator and apply the preset I created so your charts will look like mine. Every day, 4 hours after market open, the box will stop growing and you have to setup a price alert above and below so you know when the price breaks out. Or you can use pending orders which I don’t recommend. If you hit SL call it for the day.

Below you will find proof for 81% accuracy, using at least 1:1 R:R, If you count some positions running the results will be even better.
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spread: 8.8 pips
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spread: 8.8 pips
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